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“To me, is like books are bottled up in
so many people minds and looking
for a way to come out.”
But make sure your writing is to the Glory of GOD and a
Blessing to Humanity! For every works of men is constantly
undergoing GOD scrutiny.
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ABOUT THIS BOOK
eBook Publishing At A Glance is a small eBook that was written to
give its reader “At A Glance” of what eBook Publishing is all about.
The phrase “At A Glance” is to tell its reader that, the book does not
intended to go too deep into the detail of what it takes to publish an
eBook, but is to tell of its key components. Like a skeleton of what it
takes to publish an eBook.
On so many websites and blogs that I have visited, I can see how people
are desperately looking for the know-how of how to publish an eBook.
To me, is like books are bottled up in so many people minds and looking
for a way to come out. Unfortunately traditional publishing system does
not allow them to come out. But now with the advent of digital
publishing, a lot of INDIE Self-Published Authors have been born.
And thank GOD for some Digital Publishing companies like
Amazon.com, Smashwords.com, Kobo.com, Barnesandnobles.com,
Draft2Digital.com, iTunes.Apple.com and many more, that now makes
Publishing an eBook as easy as writting the book itself.
You can now write and self-publish a book as an eBook by yourself and
sell it to both local and international market without passing through a
book publisher, and earn a substantial royalty for your work.
So what does eBook Publishing mean or involve?
Let look at it at a glance.
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What is eBook Publishing?
It is a method of publishing a book into a digital form; to make it
available to be read on eBook Reading Devices – like SmartPhones,
Tablets, Laptops or branded eBook Reading Devices like Amazon.com
Kindle Fire, Kobo or Barnesandnoble Nook eBook reading device.
What this simply mean is that, as an individual, you can now write a
book: [any type of book: academic, motivational, research work, comic,
cartoon, play, religious, magazine] and publish it yourself on the internet
without necessarily having to pass through a publishing house, then sell
it [or them] on Amazon.com, Smashwords.com, Kobo.com,
AppleStore, Barnesandnoble.com [These are the world 5 largest
eBook Retail shops] or sell it on your own website and earn good bucks
for your work.
It has never been as easy as it is now, to publish a book.
You want to publish an eBook?
Go Get Started.
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Nature of an eBook
An eBook is an electronic format of a book. It is digital in nature. It can
be read on your PC, Laptop, Tablet, Smartphone or eBook reading
devices like Kindle Fire, Nooks and Sony Reader, with an eBook reading
software or Apps install on it.
As technology and Computer devices grow, there was a shifting from
old conventional printed book to an electronic book format.
eBook support rich multimedia content: you can embedded audio or
video clip into an eBook.
It also supports the use of Hyperlinks: you can link to a website or a
webpage, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram via your book so that when your
reader clicks on it, the webpage will open to them.
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eBook Reading Devices
These are devices where eBooks can be read: SmartPhones, Tablets,
Laptops or branded eBook Reading Devices like Kindle of
Amazon.com.
Because of the nature of an eBook, it doesn’t occupy space. A single
SmartPhones with 8GB memory card can hold up to 500 or more
eBooks, with only the weight of the phones being felt.
Your Laptop can turn into an eBook Library that the biggest bookshop
in the city cannot rival it.
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Self-Publishing: What does it mean?
It means, you write your book by yourself, and without a middleman
publisher, you publish it as an eBook by yourself.
There are more than 2,000,000 self-published authors on Amazon.com
and more than 400,000 on Smashwords.com: these are people who
wrote their books by themselves, publish it by themselves without a
publisher in the middle; and collects a substantial Royalty for their
works.
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Types of Books to eBook
Types of book works that can be made an eBook:
You can make any type of book an eBook. [Motivation, Management,
Academic, Brochure, Magazine, Learning, or any topic.]
You can make any type of writing an eBook.
Maybe you are a Teacher, Lecturer, Speaker, Cartoonist, Comic Writer,
Play writer, Pastor, Motivational speaker, ICT Professional or
Professional in any field of life - Medicine, Nursing, Catering, Farming,
Military, Architecture, Music, Mass Communication - you can write a
book in your field of specialization and publish it as an eBook and sell it
to your locality or to the whole world and earn a good royalty for your
work.
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Cost of Publishing an eBook
It cost little to publish an eBook. It cost 10 times less to publish an
eBook than to publish a physically printed book.
Because of the digital nature of an eBook, it is easy to store, distribute
and sell.
To publish and print 1,000 copies of a 100 pages physically printed
book, will cost you roughly $2,000.
To print extra 1,000 copies of this same book, may cost you something
like $1,200 + transportation and storage charges.
But in eBook publishing, you only pay for the production of only 1 [one]
copy. May be, it will cost between $300-$500 [depends on the type of
eBook to produce], to produce the first master copy.
Then it can be made ready for download for 10,000 buyers within a day.
No need for warehouse to store the 10,000 copies, like as it is in the case
of physically printed copy.
You don’t need to reprint or remake extra copy when more demand is
made. A single master copy can be sold to 1,000,000 buyers in a week on
request. Simply pay and download it.
So it is far, far cheaper publishing an eBook than publishing a printed
book. And the whole world is your buyer.
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Selling your eBook
You can sell your eBook on Amazon.com [Amazon.com is the World
largest eBook store].
You can sell your eBook on Smashwords.com, Barnesandnoble.com
or kobo.com. [These are international eBookStores.]
You can also sell your eBook on local web stores or your own website.
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How to Self-Publish an eBook
Because of the advantages and shift from printed book to eBook,
Authors and Writers and eContent Developers [Like Magazines,
Newsletters and Articles writers] are now publishing their works in an
eBook format.
The problem now is, What Does It Takes To Publish An eBook?
To learn how to self-publish your eBook by yourself, as a writer or an
author: You can buy a good "How-To-Do-It" [How To Publish an
eBook], book or video, that will teach you how to do it. Or you can
attend seminar or workshop that teaches how to do it.
If you want to know what it takes to publish an eBook and sell it to both
local and international buyer, I have written 2 professional books on
that, that will teach you what you need to know to do that.
I am a self-Published Author, and I have published 7 books on
Amazon.com and smashwords.com. I did it all myself. So after 7 times
of doing it, I can tell you how it works. I can tell you the dos and don’ts
of the system. It is not as daunting as it looks. You only need the knowhow knowledge, and within a week or 2 weeks, you will be doing it right.
The two books are as shown on page 14 and 15. You can buy any one of
them or both of them and learn what it takes to publish an eBook and
practical ways of doing.
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THE FIRST BOOK:

You can order for this eBook from any of the major eBook retailers’
websites or directly from www.oludennis.com
The single goal of this eBook is to tell you what it takes to publish an
eBook and the 5 stages of eBook Publishing. This knowledge is to help
you to be able to Self-Published your eBook by yourself. I am a SelfPublished author, so you can be a Self-Published author too.
Have a good reading.
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THE SECOND BOOK:

You can order for this eBook from any of the major eBook retailers
websites or directly from: www.oludennis.com
1. This book is to teach you how to prepare and format your eBooks
typed in Microsoft Word, and makes it ready for publishing on
Amazon.com or any other eBook publishing website.
2. It is to teach you how to register as an Author in Amazon KDP
[Amazon Kindle Direct Publishing] platform. A prerequisite that is
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required before you can be allowed to publish your eBook on
Amazon.com.
3. It is to teach you how to upload your well formatted eBook in
Microsoft Word, into Amazon.com KDP platform, and get your
eBook published and listed for sale in Amazon Kindle Store within 24
hours.
These are the 3 things this book will teach you how to do.
If these are the know-how-knowledge that you have being look for, you
have gotten a 3-in-one package of them in one book.
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NOTE:
If you really desire to be a Self-Published author, these 2 books will be a
good read for you.
I recommend the first for every want-to-be eBook publisher. [Page 14].
This eBook is to tell you what it takes to publish an eBook and all the
technologies behind it
The second eBook is to teach you how to stay at home or in your office
and self-published your eBook on Amazon.com or Smashwords.com.
All by yourself. I have done it 7 times before. So I can teach you how to
do it.
Visit www.oludennis.com for list of eBooks I have published.
If you are a Local Buyer – from NIGERIA, you can request for any one
of them from me directly. And I will E-mail it to your email box for
you.
If you an International Buyer – you can buy them from all the
International Stores listed there or from your country versions of them.
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Training And Mentorship Program
If you are also interested in a customized One-On-One Training
Program or Mentoring Program, on how to self-publish your eBook, you
can get in contact with me and it can be done for you. It doesn’t matter
where you live in the World, as far as there is Telephone and Internet
connection there, and you speak English Language, the Training
Program or Mentoring Program can be done.
MY CONTACT:
OLU DENNIS
oludennis@gmail.com
www.oludennis.com
ABUJA, NIGERIA.
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Go Get Started
I do hope you are now having the basics of what an eBook is, its nature
and how you can self-published a book as an eBook. It is now left for
you to make decision if you think this is a fine Online business for you
to do or not.
I do hope you have been well taught in what an eBook is all about.
If this business is for you, go get started now.
Thanks.
OLU DENNIS
www.oludennis.com
Your feedback is a treasure. Please let me know what you think.
GOD Bless You!
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Other Books By Me
You may also be interested in other books that I have published, below
are some of them.

You can get any one of them from any of the major eBOOK retailers
websites or directly from me the author. These are good books. You will
find them worth your investment.
Waiting to see the BEST of YOU come out to be a blessing to GOD
and Humanity.
The greatest investment you can ever make in life is investment in selfdevelopment.
THANK FOR YOUR AUDIENCE.
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